CGM MEDEDI
Billing and Practice Management

Good for business,
Great for patient care.

Streamlining administrative and billing processes
for over 20 years.

The tools to take control of your practice.

LESS ADMIN

Empower your Practice Manager by simplifying the
daily tasks of your medical practice.
Send medical scheme claims in real-time and save time
by streamlining your back-office processes.

BUSINESS
INSIGHTS

Keep an eye on seasonal trends with patient stats
whilst optimising your time, use of facilities, and
resources.
Stay on top of your finances with transactional reports,
dashboards and statistics that give you actionable
business insights.

CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE

CGM MEDEDI makes your success our priority,
providing the back-office support you need to free
you up to focus on patient care.
Your personal Customer Success advisor will make
sure you get the best out of CGM MEDEDI and our
friendly Support Centre agents are available to answer
your questions.

Simplify your daily tasks.
Automate your claims and billing.
Make better business decisions based on real data.
Stay on top of your finances with
statistics, transactional reports and
real-time medical aid claim submissions.
Trust our comprehensive suite of products
to keep your practice on track. Your
Customer Success Advisor will guide you
through setup and ensure you get the
best out of CGM MEDEDI.
Your success is our priority.

ALL IN ONE

CGM MEDEDI coordinates across medical schemes,
accounts departments and more. A solution designed
to suit your practice setup - from solo practice to
bureau.

Medical Billing

Specialist e-Referral

Reporting

All in one

Advanced e-Scripting

Easy Payments

Calendar & Booking

Patient Onboarding

Video Consults

Loaded with practical tools and rich functionality.

Medical billing has a direct impact on a
patient’s ability to pay. Typically impractical
and complex, billing and payment systems
often leave both patients and practice
managers in the dark in terms of what is
due.
Streamlining administrative and billing
processes for healthcare practitioners like
you for over two decades, our efficient
billing workflow results in a better patient
experience.

Bridging the gap between industry best practice
and real practice, CGM MEDEDI brings clarity to the
complexity of medical billing.
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EASY CLAIMS
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MAXIMISED COLLECTIONS
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FINANCIAL INSIGHTS
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AUTOMATED COMMUNICATIONS
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EXPERT SUPPORT

POPIA ALIGNED

Get in touch

0861 633 334

hello.za@cgm.com

@cgmmededi

@cgmmededi

www.cgm.com/za-mededi

20 YEARS IN
THE MAKING

2021 is the year of transition.
We’ve seen a lot of changes in our 20 years - and
giant leaps in digitalisation in recent months. CGM
has continued to evolve, refining MEDEDI’s core
functionality and rolling out extra features to really
make CGM MEDEDI sing in the next normal.

